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Key Barriers  

Low Profile of Energy Management 

  Had not been required to save energy in 

the past 

 Perception that few others cared about 

saving energy 

 Past contradictions between what was said 

and what happened; an attitude that 

nothing would ever change 

 Lack of time to train and work on related 

issues 

 Systemic issues that could not be solved by  

individual actions alone 

 Reactive culture 

 High risk of trying new energy-saving ideas 

Lack of relevant experience and training 

 Not familiar with set-point scheduling and its 

importance for energy saving 

 Overly complex building operation manuals 

Varying requirements  

 Varying thermal preferences, technology, 

building conditions and response options. 

 

 

 

 

Prioritizing Audiences 
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Setting Objectives 
 

  

 

Delivering the Program 

 

 

 

Demonstrate commitment and 

contribution to workplace priorities 

 Highlight that everyone has a role to play  

(Building Motivation, Engagement and 
Habits Over Time) 

 Provide time, resources, and praise for 

energy saving projects, and set standard 
criteria for project approval (Overcoming 
Specific barriers) 

 Make energy savings a job expectation 

(Norm Appeals) 

  Document and clearly link impacts on other 

workplace priorities  such as cost savings, 

patient comfort and safety, and share this 
information through monthly flyers 

(Feedback; Norm Appeals; Vivid, 
Personalized, Credible, Empowering 
Communication) 

Provide on-the-job training and support 

 Provide energy management training and an 

Energy Champion program (Norm Appeals; 
Overcoming Specific Barriers; Vivid, 
Personalized, Credible, Empowering 
Communication; Word-of-Mouth)) 

 Simplify the automated building system 

manual for most common complaints  into a 

standardized hot/cold call process flow 

diagram (Overcoming Specific Barriers) 

 Provide simple flyers that operators and site 

leaders can use to remind occupants how to 

control the thermostat and to turn off 
excess lights (Building Motivation, 
Engagement and Habits Over Time; Vivid, 
Personalized, Credible, Empowering 
Communication ; Word-of-Mouth) 

Empower local champions 

 Work with specific champions to experiment 
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with and demonstrate appropriate solutions 

(Building Motivation, Engagement and 
Habits Over Time; Overcoming Specific 
barriers; Vivid, Personalized, Credible, 
Empowering Communication ; Word-of-
Mouth)  

 48

48
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Measuring Achievements 
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Providing Feedback and 

Recognition

Financing the Program
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Lessons Learned  

 

 

 

 

Notes

Contact 

 

 

Reports  
 
2018 ACEEE Building Summer Study It’s Not My 
Job 
2015 Human Behaviour and Facility Energy 
Management 
2016 ACEEE Buildings Summer Study Designing 
Energy Behavior 
2017 IEA technical report & IEA webinar  
2017 BECC Conference Helping the Behaviour 
Changers 
2017 IES DSM Storytelling paper 
2018 BECC Conference Training Building 
Operators to be Energy Champions 
2018 WEEC Presentation and Paper 
2018 Tools of Change international landmark 
case study 
2018 AEE energy innovator of the year award 

 

............................................... 

www.toolsofchange.com 

 

 

 

 

https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/node_modules/pdfjs-dist-viewer-min/build/minified/web/viewer.html?file=../../../../../assets/attachments/0194_0286_000466.pdf
https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/node_modules/pdfjs-dist-viewer-min/build/minified/web/viewer.html?file=../../../../../assets/attachments/0194_0286_000466.pdf
https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/node_modules/pdfjs-dist-viewer-min/build/minified/web/viewer.html?file=../../../../../assets/attachments/0194_0286_000466.pdf
https://talkintrashwithuhn.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/energy-behaviour-cem-ch-21-new-intnl-final-writtenbykady2015.pdf
https://talkintrashwithuhn.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/energy-behaviour-cem-ch-21-new-intnl-final-writtenbykady2015.pdf
https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2016/data/papers/8_743.pdf
http://www.ieadsm.org/wp/files/IEA-DSM-Task-24-Subtask-11_CHS-case-study_FONTS.pdf
http://www.leonardo-energy.org/resources/1258/how-to-design-implement-and-evaluate-behaviour-change-interv-5a09685340b8e
https://www.slideshare.net/drsea/rotmann-and-cowan-becc-conference-2017
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317947900_Once_upon_a_time_Eliciting_energy_and_behaviour_change_stories_using_a_fairy_tale_story_spine
https://beccconference.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/cox_presentation2018.pdf
http://www.energycongress.com/conference-sessions-track-2/f2-3
http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-studies/detail/718
http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-studies/detail/718
https://www.aeecenter.org/recognizing-individuals-and-organizations-contributions-energy-industry-aee-regional-awards-ceremony
http://www.toolsofchange.com/
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This case study is also available online at 
http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-
studies/detail/718 
 
It was compiled in 2018 and 2019 by Jay 
Kassirer, based on information provided by 
Kady Cowan, Atrium Health.  
 

The Tools of Change planning resources are 
published by : 
Tools of Change 
2699 Priscilla Street, Ottawa Ontario 
Canada K2B 7E1 (613) 224-3800 
kassirer@toolsofchange.com 
www.toolsofchange.com 
 
 

  
Table One: Addressing Key Barriers 

 
Barrier Category Details Proposed Remedy 

Universal 

Circumstance  
 

The program was focused on 

individual solutions to systemic 
challenges. 

Change energy decision making from 

exclusive to inclusive with the framework of 
the “Energy Ecosystem,” highlighting that 

everyone has a role to play. Ecosystem 

thinking was introduced to help actors 
acknowledge and account for variability, 

unpredictability and interdependence. The 
Energy Ecosystem model was used in 

communication with all actors (during 

meetings, informal conversations and 
reporting) to begin the practice of 

understanding and connecting the mandates 
and restrictions of individuals and groups to 

the whole energy  ecosystem.   

Social 
Circumstance  

 

Contradictions between what is said 
and what happens can lead to an 

attitude that nothing will ever 
change. 

Document and demonstrate change 
occurring via qualitative and quantitative 

measures including stories. Value 
incremental improvements and offer 

recognition (e.g. Energy Connect Award and 
the Energy Connect Champion program).  

 

People – caring 
about energy 

Although many actors were 
passionate about saving energy, 

there was a perception that few 
others at Atrium Health felt the same 

way. If saving energy was more 

openly shared, it could create 
teamwork, mutual support, and 

productive discussions. 

Have management provide time, resources, 
and praise for energy-saving projects. 

People – thermal Thermal preferences vary by Demonstrate effort to solve the comfort 

http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-studies/detail/718
http://www.toolsofchange.com/en/case-studies/detail/718
mailto:kassirer@toolsofchange.com
http://www.toolsofchange.com/
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comfort individual and by time. Different 

parts of the buildings had different 

thermal conditions, influencing how 
facilities staff responded to comfort 

complaints, and how they maintained 
the buildings and their temperature 

set points. There were many options 
for "response" and the feasibility of 

these options was not always 

predictable. 

problems at root cause. 

People - silos There was a disconnect and lack of 

trust between headquarters and field 
sites, sometimes leading to missed 

savings opportunities. There was 

also a lack of understanding about 
what employees with different jobs 

actually did. 

More multi-stakeholder venues for problem 

solving, reporting and decision making. 

People – time 

and attention 

Facilities staff did not prioritize 

energy savings because it didn’t 
seem like their job, and because they 

did not have time to train or work on 

these issues. 

Tighten the coupling of energy and other 

priorities (patients, finance); look for root 
cause of issues that may be energy related. 

Over time, there was a greater emphasis on 

engaging and training senior engineers and 
having them mentor more junior engineers. 

People - control Corporate leadership tended to use a 
command-and-control approach 

which could have been used as a 

path to implement energy 
management standards. On the 

other hand, this approach did not 
adequately empower facilities staff to 

recommend, design, and implement 
energy-saving ideas. 

Loosen control and let others help to solve 
problems. 

People – job and 

reputation risk 

Facilities staff were incentivized to 

maintain the status quo because the 
risk of trying new energy-saving 

ideas was high. 

Add energy to job descriptions and make it 

an expectation, and shift workloads to 
include more “interesting tasks.” Over time, 

there was a greater emphasis on engaging 
and training senior engineers and having 

them mentor more junior engineers. 

People – skills 
and experience 

Many staff enjoyed energy 
management work, but the 

experience and training required to 
do this work was often lacking. 

Provide training, champions, time to 
practice, ‘space' to diagnose and address 

issues/opportunities.  

Technology - old 

equipment, age 
of buildings and 

specific 
equipment issues 

Savings were possible in all facilities 

but how to obtain those savings 
differed. Recognizing and diagnosing 

hot and cold spots in buildings could 
help improve building performance. 

Provide energy management training and an 

Energy Champion program 

Finance A reactive culture promoted speed 
over sustainability and good ideas 

could be caught up in bureaucracy. 

Prioritization of upfront costs favored 
short-term decisions instead of 

sound long-term planning. 

Take a system view; increase decision-
making transparency by setting common 

criteria for project approval  



                                                             

Table Two: Summary of Energy Connect Strategy and Interventions 
 

Barriers Strategy 

Low Profile of Energy Management 

 Had not been required to save energy 

in the past 

 Perception that few others cared about 

saving energy 

 Past contradictions between what was 

said and what happened; an attitude 

that nothing would ever change 

 Lack of time to train and work on 

related issues 

 Systemic issues requiring individual 

actions to be solved 

 Reactive culture 

 High risk of trying new energy-saving 

ideas 

Demonstrate commitment and contribution to 
workplace priorities 

 Highlight that everyone has a role to play  

 Provide time, resources, and praise for energy saving 

projects, and set standard criteria for project approval 

 Add energy to job descriptions and make it an 

expectation 

 Document and clearly link impacts on other workplace 

priorities  such as cost savings and patient comfort & 

safety, and share this information through monthly 
flyers  

Lack of relevant experience and 

training 

 Not familiar with set-point scheduling 

and its importance for energy saving 

 Overly complex manual 

 

Provide on-the-job training and support 

 Provide energy management training and an Energy 

Champion program 

 Simplify the automated building system manual to 

simple, standardized hot/cold call process flow 

 Provide simple flyers that operators and site leaders 

can use to remind occupants how to control the 

thermostat and to turn off excess lights 

Varying requirements  

 Varying thermal preferences, 

technology, building conditions and 
response options. 

Empower local champions 

 Work with specific champions to experiment with and 

demonstrate appropriate solutions 

  

 

 
Table Three: Evolution of Selected Interventions 
 
Original Intervention  Revised Intervention  

Create a system for tracking relevant 
adjustments/overrides in buildings  

Work with Energy Experts (previously called 
Champions) to experiment with appropriate 

solutions  
Standardize approach to handling hot/cold calls. 

Create a manual describing best practices/process 

for addressing most common maintenance issues  

Simplify manual to simple, standardized hot/cold 

call process flow  

Recruit building automation champions who are 

knowledgeable about key performance indicators  

Recruit Energy Experts who have an interest in 

energy savings and coaching mindset. Clearly link 
energy savings with other workplace priorities 
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(patient comfort and safety; finance)  

Make energy data visible to site level staff with 

dashboards  

Energy data sharing with a monthly flyer, 

including building performance, utility 

consumption, cost and carbon data  
Educate non-facilities staff about the role of 

maintenance staff  

Simple flyers that operators and site leaders can 

use to remind occupants how to control the 
thermostat and to turn off excess lights  

 
 
Table Four: Savings Calculated From Utility Bills 
 
 Hospital 1 Hospital 2 Medical 

Office 1 

Medical 

Office 2 

Data 

Center 

Emergency 

Department 

2016 total 
(kBTU 

millions) 

72.9 37.6 22.5 23.2 32.4 8.4 

2017 total 

(kBTU 

millions) 

64.5 36.4 20.3 22.6 28.5 7.0 

Change % -11.5% -3.4% -9.65% -2.77% -11.85% -17.25% 

Change ($) -$38,006 -$324 -$29,955 -$6,752 -$64,387 -$14,144 

 
 
Table Five: Savings Calculated From IPMVP models 
 

 Hospital 1 Hospital 2 Medical 
Office 1 

Medical 
Office 2 

Data 
Center 

Emergency 
Department 

Daily 

electricity 
saving 

(kWh) 

1558 995 1597 47 3256 93 

Yearly 

electricity 

savings 
(kWh) 

568,788 363,175 583,000 17,155 1,189,00 34,015 

Change (%) 
post-

intervention 

-5.8% -7.1% -8.9% -0.3% -12.5% -3.2% 

Daily Gas 

saving 

(kWh) 

1336 +1295 N/A TBD N/A TBD 

Yearly Gas 

savings 
(kWh) 

487,640 +472,675     

Change (%) 

post-
intervention 

-4.8% 7.7%     

 


